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PATTERSON IN PRINT 
 

 

The year seems to be going quite well at the moment and I’m as fired up waiting for the active season as 
I have ever been. 
 
The Beginners Day went extremely well and although the format has always been similar with minor 
tweaking each year the attendees seemed particularly good. The numbers were down to 80 from the 194 
of last year, but there was a much higher percentage from our area than there has been in previous 
years. There were far more questions this year and they were all sensible, with many during the breaks 
where the helpers were also answering them. Overall it was an extremely good team performance and 
our thanks should go to all those who took part. Feedback from attendees has been very good and here 
is an extract from one email:- 
 
“I know that I hovered after the course on Saturday to say thank you to you, but I just wanted to be sure 
that you pass on my thanks to all who contributed to such an excellent day!   
Having had experience of similar events, I know how much hard work goes into them, so I really am very 
appreciative of the whole team's efforts.   
By way of feedback, I learned a lot and thoroughly enjoyed the relaxed, but very 'professional' 
presentations.  I know that I took a great many pages of notes.  Yes, I am rambling on (!), but slowly I'm 
working my way around to saying that throughout the day, at every level, what I found most impressive 
was the cheerful, competent and enthusiastic attitude of everyone concerned.  So, from a consumer's 
point of view, a very successful day and well worth the cost.” 

 
What really made my day was at the end seeing Helen and Chris Peach. For those who don’t know Chris 
has had extensive medical treatment over several months and a recent operation. He was in extremely 
good spirits and looked very well indeed. I’m sure his recovery is due to his positive attitude and I would 
like to thank him for continuing to produce the newsletter through what must have been difficult times.  
 
During the day we gave the usual comments about the variability of BKAs and warnings about buying 
equipment and bees without guidance. We had several people afterwards mention they were having 
problems with other BKAs, either not being very welcoming or turning away new members, which I think 
is appalling. There were some who had bought bees and equipment from sources well known to us, had 
seen what was put on the screen and said they had exactly the same problems. I visited one of them the 
following day and although a 5 frame nuc was bought in June it has only died out in the last few weeks. It 
had clearly not built up and it looked as if the queen had failed. Some of the frames supplied were not 
machine made, but cut out by hand! There was a similar post on the BBKA discussion forum and it 
seems someone in London had exactly the same problem from the same supplier. 
 
The BBKA Basic revision days went well. The level of discussion was way above what is needed for the 
assessment, but I think everyone learnt a lot. Above all it gave them an idea of what needs to be studied. 
Those who wish to take the BBKA Basic should contact Derek Ready dcready@supanet.com. The 
assessment will be taken at our apiary and we are trying to fix up dates, with some being midweek, 
others weekend. I think all those who attended a revision day will have a good chance of passing. 
 
I have a need for a couple of scalpels to cut away excess comb to make larval transfer easier when 
queen rearing. If you have some unwanted ones I would appreciate them please. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Roger 
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West Sussex BKA Bee Market and Auction  
30th April 2011 - Brinsbury Campus, Pulborough 
 
We are looking for enthusiastic and willing VOLUNTEERS to help on the day with a 
variety of tasks including helping in the Auction Ring and serving tea and coffee.  Trained 
FIRST AIDERS are also required to share the day or work together.  So if you can spare 
some time please contact the event coordinator, Graham Elliott at 
grahammt@tiscali.co.uk or 01403 752493. 
 
If you have surplus BEEKEEPING EQUIPMENT you wish to sell the Entry Form can be 
found on the West Sussex BKA website.  Closing date for entries is 20 th April. 
 
A regular feature of the Auction is the PLANT STALL organised by Sue Cooper. There is 
usually a wide range of plants available, and these come from a variety of donated 
sources. So, when you are taking cuttings, dividing plants, or transplanting seedlings, 
please remember the stall and keep some spares aside. Please contact Sue on 01798 
870 461 for more details. 
 
And finally…....Audrey Gibson-Poole will be running TOMBOLA for the benefit of the 
WSBKA exchequer.  All prize donations are gratefully received, so dig out those 
unwanted Christmas gifts! 
 
As always, your support is greatly appreciated.  Full details of the event are on the 
WSBKA website at: - www.britishbee.org.uk/local/westsussex/auction   
 
 

Book Review 
 
Beekeeping. By Andrew Davies. 
 
This small book is one in a series for would-be smallholders that is a venture between Country Living 
magazine and the National Trust. It is not intended as a reference book and that is made clear. It gives very 
general information about beekeeping, but will not be suitable once beekeeping has started.  
 
As with a lot of similar books there are some factual errors and poor terminology, tending to suggest the 
author may not be a beekeeper, and probably the reason why there are no notes about him. Having said that I 
found it much better than many others. If it helps potentially good beekeepers into beekeeping it will have 
served a purpose. 
 
Considering the limited usage I think it could have been produced in paperback rather than hardback, which 
would have reduced the price to a more reasonable level. 
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Out Apiary Site - available 
 
We have had the offer of a site for a member to keep bees, if they have no suitable location.   
 
The person offering has attended our Beginners Day but it does not fit their lifestyle to keep bees themselves.  
The site is described as follows:- 
 
"we have a very spacious property in Tismans Common (part of Rudgwick) and we would be delighted to host someone 
else’s hives and allow the owner to come and go as they please to look after their bees.  We have a garden of about one acre 
plus a large copse, two ponds and two paddocks – about 11 acres in all. We also keep sheep and poultry." 
 
If this is of interest to you, please initially contact Tom (details at top of first page of newsletter) and he will put 
you in touch 

Hive Thefts 
 
We thought you should know that we have had two reports today of bees being stolen in last few days in the 
Walderton and Marden area, north west of Chichester.  
  
In one instance only the brood box and bees were taken, and the other, a complete hive with bees, located 
fairly close to a country lane was taken.   
 
They are obviously being taken by those knowing exactly what they are doing.  We are warning our members 
to be vigilant, and indeed to ensure those living around where they have hives are aware that this is going on, 
and if they see anything suspicious, or unusual vehicles, to call the police on 0845 60 70 999 quoting crime 
number WC1/018356-11 
 
 
Information Courtesy of Christine Stevens (Chichester Division) 

South of England Show – Secretary Wanted Urgently 
 
Honorary Entries Secretary wanted for The South of England Society Bees and Honey Show 
  
 Do you know of any beekeeper that would have a few hours to spare between now and June to organise the 
paperwork for the entries to the Bees and Honey Section of the South of England Show.  This basically 
involves sending out the schedules to people on a database (asap), collating the entries to the different 
classes, keeping track of the prizes and handing these out on the day.  
  
If there is anyone that would be interested in taking this job on and needs to know more of what it entails then 
please get in touch with The Chairman David Staples on 01903 539205 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Wisborough Green Winter Evening Meetings 
 
The Chapel, Spy Lane, Loxwood. 
 

Commences at 7.30pm. 
 
 

March 31st 2011 
 
At our AGM in March we will have an 'Any Questions' session, and the more taxing and 
interesting the questions, the better.  As the next few weeks are a quiet time for 
beekeeping, it is an ideal opportunity to catch up with you reading and research, and while 
doing that you may well come up with some things unanswered that you wish to know or 
understand better.  Why not make a note of those now, and bring the questions with you to 
the AGM.  You should then get at least one answer from the panel, and maybe several – or 
if you are very clever you may even baffle them completely!  Start thinking, and noting, 
now. 
 
 
 

 
 
 


